Gas jet assisted vapor deposition processes for depositing coatings are conducted at higher pressures than conventional physical vapor deposition methods, and have shown promise for coating complex shaped substrates including those with non-line-of-sight (NLS) regions on their surface. These regions typically receive vapor atoms at a lower rate and with a wider incident angular distribution than substrate regions in line-of-sight (LS) of the vapor source. To investigate the coating of such substrates, the thickness and microstructure variation along the inner (curved) surfaces of a model doublet airfoil containing both LS and NLS regions has been investigated. Results from atomistic simulations and experiments confirm that the coating's thickness is thinner in flux-shadowed regions than in other regions for all the coating processes investigated. They also indicated that the coatings columnar microstructure and pore volume fraction vary with surface location through the LS to NLS transition zone. A substrate rotation strategy for optimizing the thickness over the entire doublet airfoil surface was investigated, and led to the identification of a process that resulted in only small variation of coating thickness, columnar growth angle, and pore volume fraction on all doublet airfoil surfaces.
I. INTRODUCTION
Limitations to the maximum use temperature of the airfoil materials used in the hottest sections of gas turbine engines have led to the development of thermal management concepts, which incorporate interior and surface air film cooling combined with thermally insulating thermal barrier coating (TBC) systems. 1, 2 These TBC systems consist of a metallic bond coat designed to control oxidation and hot corrosion, 3 and a porous ceramic outer coating that provides thermal insulation. [4] [5] [6] The pores in the low thermal conductivity ceramic are intended to disrupt heat flow to the bond coat. 7, 8 However, they also accommodate thermal expansion differences between the ceramic coating and substrate 9, 10 that are a consequence of steep temperature gradients and differences in thermal expansion coefficients of the airfoil substrate and its coating system. 11 Recent efforts to improve engine efficiency have also sought to reduce the leakage of combustion gases through gaps (seams) between engine components, and have led to the growing use of doublet guide vanes (where pairs of airfoils are fabricated as a single solid piece) for the first row of stator vanes after the combustor. 12 However, the complex surfaces of some doublet guide vane structures contain surface regions that cannot be seen by an observer, regardless of how the component is manipulated. These nonline-ofsight (NLS) surface regions cannot be coated by conventional low-pressure physical vapor deposition (PVD) processes in which vapor is propagated in straight lines without gas phase scattering. 13 A schematic illustration of a model (doublet airfoil) guide vane substrate is shown in Fig. 1 . Since the inner and exterior airfoil surfaces are expected to experience similar inservice environments (due to their incorporation in vane cascades), 14 it is likely that they require similar TBC thicknesses and microstructures. 15, 16 The inner surfaces of such a doublet substrate present an interesting coating challenge. Vapor atoms can only be deposited onto a NLS surface region (the hatched region in Fig. 1 ) if they have first undergone a scattering collision from their otherwise straight-line travel path. 17 If condensation after scattering was accomplished, the broadened incidence angle distribution (IAD) of the vapor flux that impinges upon this region might still allow the deposition of a porous, columnar coating structure. 18 Recently, a plasma-spray physical vapor deposition (PS-PVD) technique has been proposed as a possible solution to the NLS coating problem. Rezanka et al. 19 and G oral et al. 20 have both recently reported experimental studies of high pressure (above 100 Pa) PS-PVD onto airfoil substrates. Additionally, von Niessen and Gindrat 21 have shown it to be possible to deposit coatings on doublet guide vane substrates. However, neither of these studies addressed the fundamental phenomena controlling assembly of the coating microstructure nor investigated how a uniform thickness and microstructure coating might be deposited on all the doublet guide vane airfoil surfaces.
For coatings subjected to severe thermal cycling, the preferred ceramic layer microstructure is columnar, with wide pores present between the columns to accommodate the thermal expansion difference between the coating and the substrate without creating large compressive stresses (and stored strain energies), which drives delamination failure. 22 The columnar growth angle of such a TBC can also affect coating performance. Inclined columns with a high internal a) Present address: Sandia National Laboratories, Computational Materials Science and Engineering Department, Albuquerque, NM 87185. b) Electronic mail: haydn@virginia.edu porosity have been shown to reduce the coating thermal conductivity by increasing the thermal transport distance, 4 and might permit the use of thinner (more delamination resistant) coatings. 8, 23 However, there are some reports that indicate inclined columns suffer more rapid erosion during impact by small particles. Wellman, Deakin, and Nichols 24 found that the erosion rate increased as the growth column angle deviated from perpendicular to the substrate surface. They attributed this phenomenon to increased columnar buckling and cross contact between individual columns during an impact event. Efforts to design processes that result in a controlled coating thickness, growth column orientation and structure, and pore morphology on NLS regions are hampered by the absence of a fundamental understanding of vapor deposition onto substrates containing NLS regions.
A recent study of vapor deposition has used a direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method to investigate the thickness of a Ni atom coating on a doublet airfoil with the geometry shown in Fig. 1 . 25 It is indicated that during vapor deposition onto a rotated guide vane substrate, the midregions of the interior convex and concave surfaces received a much smaller fraction of the evaporated flux than the outer surfaces, and led to significant disparities in coating thickness. The study in Ref. 25 found that the thickness uniformity along the curved inner channel surfaces could be improved by using a gas jet assisted deposition process. It is found that by increasing the chamber pressure to 10-40 Pa range, and using high velocity gas jet assisted vapor transport, the time for the vapor to be transported through the interairfoil channel could be made commensurate with that for transverse diffusion to the channel surface. Under these conditions, remarkable thickness uniformity could be achieved, especially when used in conjunction with a variable rotation rate strategy originally developed for improving the uniformity of coatings deposited upon single airfoils. 15 While the DSMC simulation method was able to connect phenomena at the deposition reactor length and time scales to the flux locally incident on a substrate surface, it was incapable of simulating the ensuing atomic scale structure of the coatings.
Here, we combine the DSMC method with a kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) multiscale simulation methodology and explore control of coating microstructure on a doublet guide vane surface. Since the microstructure on the outer surfaces were very similar (for all but the widest channel width substrates) to those of a recent study of deposition on single airfoils, 16 we focus the study on the interior channel surfaces [ Fig. 1(b) ]. We first investigate the vapor flux deposited upon the interior surfaces at various orientations during rotated deposition. The IAD along these surfaces will then be determined and used to simulate the deposition of coatings on the surfaces. The variation in columnar growth angle and coating porosity as the deposition conditions were varied is then systematically investigated. Finally, the rotation optimization method previously proposed for controlling coating thickness uniformity 16, 25 is investigated for reducing variations of coating microstructure between the inner and outer airfoil surfaces.
II. METHODS
A combination of both experimental and simulated studies was used to investigate the microstructure of coatings deposited upon doublet substrates with the geometry shown in Fig. 1 . The multiscale DSMC and kMC simulation scheme used to simulate the coating microstructure on single airfoils 16 was used to simulate the coating microstructure over the surfaces of the doublet airfoil substrate shown in Fig. 1 . The definition of substrate orientation with respect to that of a gas jet flow is shown in Fig. 2 .
15 Figure 3 shows the geometry of the deposition problem analyzed. This model problem allowed both the chamber pressure and the ratio of the pressure upstream of a gas jet forming nozzle and the chamber to be varied. The intervane channel width was also varied between 8, 12, and 16 mm (as measured between the inner surface origins) [ Fig. 2(b) ].
Three angles play important roles in microstructure development within the coating. The substrate orientation angle, a, and vapor incident angle, h, are defined in Fig. 2 . The substrate orientation angle was defined as the angle between the gas jet axis and the orientation axis of the substrate as indicated in Fig. 2 . These axes are collinear at a ¼ 0 and both pass through the center of rotation of the substrate. The incidence angle of the vapor was defined using the normal to the local surface, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The third important angle, the columnar growth angle, u, was defined identically to the vapor incident angle, h, with a value of zero corresponding to columnar growth perpendicular to the local surface. The u and h angles were defined as positive when oriented toward the leading edge of the substrate and negative when directed toward its trailing end. Vapor atoms depositing from similar trajectories onto different substrate surfaces [as shown in Fig. 2(a) ] have the same value of h.
Both the simulation and the experiment utilized the same doublet airfoil substrate. The design of the two individual airfoils was identical to that previously used in an investigation of single airfoil deposition 15, 16 and a study of coating thickness on a doublet guide vane. 25 During the simulations, the doublet airfoils were assumed perfectly two-dimensional (taken to have infinite length in the out of plane direction). For experiments, the airfoils were 31.75 mm high in the out of plane direction and were capped on each side by a thin backing plate [ Fig. 1(a) ]. This sample height was sufficient that the sides did not influence deposition profiles at the midline crosssection of the doublet for which results are reported here. The circular arc length of each convex airfoil surface was 44.07 mm, and each concave airfoil surface had an arc length of 41.73 mm. A surface coordinate was defined for each of the four-airfoil surfaces as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Its origin was defined as the intersection of the circular leading edge circumference with that of the airfoil, as shown in Fig. 2(b) .
A. Simulation
The numerical simulation method combined the gasphase direct simulation Monte Carlo method with a coating assembly kinetic Monte Carlo modeling approach to simulate the deposition of a nickel coating. The procedure was identical to that recently described by Rodgers et al. 16 As in earlier studies on nickel deposition upon a single airfoil, the vapor flux incident upon the substrates was determined using the DSMC method embodied in the Icarus code. 26 It propagated atoms from a nickel vapor-emitting source to the substrate by tracking binary collisions between the vapor atoms and those of an inert gas jet in which they were entrained. This gas jet was created by a previously DSMC modeled expansion of a helium-10% O 2 gas mixture through a nozzle that encircled the vapor source. Nickel was selected as a model system due to the lack of experimental gas-phase data and computational methods for the ceramic materials typically used in TBC systems.
The ratio of the gas pressure upstream of the nozzle to that in the chamber into which it was flowed then governed the speed of the jet that flowed toward the substrate. 15 The DSMC simulations enabled the vapor flux incident upon a substrate and the local IAD, which defines the trajectory angles from which vapor atoms deposit, to be computed at all locations around the substrate. Each substrate surface region was divided into 40 subsections, and the flux and IAD data for each of these regions were recorded during a simulation. Along the convex surface, each subsection was 1.13 mm in width, while along the shorter concave surface, each subsection was 1.07 mm. To simulate substrate rotation, eight stationary DSMC simulations were performed with a 45 orientation difference between each of them. The kMC simulations of nickel deposition were performed on a substrate that was rotated about the axis of rotation, shown in Fig. 2(b) , at a rotation rate of 6 revolutions per minute (rpm)-the same as that used for experiments. This was implemented by assigning a fixed dwell time of 1.25 s at each of the eight simulated substrate orientations during the 10 s period of a single rotation. Atoms were deposited using the flux and IAD input parameters calculated by the DSMC method for each substrate orientation until the dwell time had elapsed, whereupon the input variables were changed to the next orientation's properties, and the simulation resumed until the total desired number of deposited atoms was reached. The IAD at two surface regions is shown in Fig. 4 and is further discussed in Sec. III A.
The scaled kMC deposition rate was determined by assigning the surface region with the maximum deposition flux (as calculated by DSMC) a deposition rate of D max ¼ 4.3 lm/min. 27 The deposition rate D at each surface region along the remainder of the substrate was determined by normalizing the DSMC calculated fluxes by this maximum value
where f is the DSMC determined vapor flux at a surface region and f max is the maximum vapor flux at each orientation. During rotated deposition, D was calculated at each orientation. The total number of atoms deposited in each simulation region, N, was also scaled by the total DSMC flux 
where N max ¼ 9 000 000. During rotated deposition, f and f max were determined by summation of DSMC fluxes from all orientations. The simulation domain used was 1 lm in width, significantly less than that of the experimental coatings used for comparison. However, the competitive growth processes which result in porous, columnar coatings are still present in the simulated structures and allow prediction of the trends in these microstructural features and deposition conditions change. 28 For deposition conditions where flux shadowing is important and surface diffusion is low (high deposition rates and low temperatures), the spacing of the initial substrate roughness controls the resulting large-scale pore structure between growth columns. On initially flat substrates, a similar phenomenon occurs via the formation of mounds by the initial adatoms. Both of these surface asperities shadow surrounding regions from incident vapor atoms and begin forming columns from the competitive growth between regions. This flux shadowing effect occurs on all length scales where diffusion is negligible and leads to porous side arm formation within each growth column. 18 
B. Experiments
Experimental depositions using a nickel source were performed using an electron beam-directed vapor deposition (EB-DVD or DVD) method 29, 30 and were conducted in an identical manner to that described in a recent study of coating thickness uniformity on the same substrate. 25 Doublet airfoil substrates with a height of 31.75 mm and a channel width (measured between the origins of the inner convex and concaves surfaces) of 16 mm were mounted between 40 Â 32 Â 3 mm rectangular mounting plates [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The substrates were made from 303 stainless steel and shaped by wire-cut electric discharge machining. Depositions were performed for approximately 70 min. The substrates were not intentionally heated during deposition; however, radiative heat from the electron beam-vapor source resulted in the substrate reaching a temperature of 150 C (corresponding to a homologous temperature, T/T m , of 0.243) during the depositions. Experimental depositions were performed at a chamber pressure of 22 Pa and a pressure ratio of 5.45. After deposition, the airfoils were cross-sectioned at the midpoint between the mounting plates, polished, and imaged in an SEM.
C. Relationship to prior studies
An investigation of coating thickness variations over both the inner and outer surfaces of the doublet substrate coating investigated here has been recently reported. 25 Furthermore, the microstructure of a coating deposited on the outer surfaces of the doublet substrate investigated here was found to be very similar to those observed on a single airfoil substrate, provided the doublet airfoil channel width (8-16 mm here) remained smaller than the vapor plume. This plume width ranged from 110 mm at 1 Pa to 75 mm at 100 Pa. The study here therefore focuses upon the microstructure of the coating deposited onto the interior surfaces of the doublet airfoil where significant NLS effects are present during deposition onto the most closely spaced airfoil pairs.
III. SIMULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Incidence angle distribution
The nickel vapor IAD determined from DSMC simulations was used to determine the impact angles of depositing vapor atoms in a kMC simulation. For deposition onto a flat sample oriented at right angles to the vapor plume axis and placed directly over the epicenter of the source, the IAD changed slowly with position across the substrate surface.
However, the introduction of substrate rotation results in a distribution that depends upon the rotation angle. Furthermore, when deposition is performed on a complex shaped substrate, significant IAD variation across the substrate also occurs during both stationary and rotated deposition. This IAD variation in turn results in microstructure variations over the substrate surface.
The IADs at two locations (3.39 and 42.9 mm from the origin) along the inner convex surface for a stationary simulation at a ¼ 0 are shown in Fig. 4 . The IAD is reasonably well characterized by its full width at half maximum, h w , and the angle, h m , of most probable impact (Fig. 4) . It can be seen that that the IAD parameters undergo a gradual transition between the two locations shown. From the leading to trailing edges, h w slowly increases while h m gradually approaches the local surface normal, even though the surface region along this surface trajectory changed from being directly within line-of-sight (LS) of the vapor source to a NLS configuration. Gas phase scattering from the confined jet flow within the channel accounts for the absence of abrupt variations in the IAD at the LS to NLS transition region.
The variation of h m and h w is shown along the inner surfaces at the eight stationary substrate orientations used for simulations of rotated deposition at a chamber pressure of 22 Pa, a pressure ratio of 5.45, and a channel separation of 16 mm (Fig. 5) . To simplify the presentation of the results, the inner substrate surfaces were divided into thirds as shown by coloring on the schematic insets. For orientations where one of the channel openings was reasonably well aligned with the gas jet axis (a ¼ 0 , 45 , 180 , and 315 ), significant channel penetration by the gas jet occurred, and h m was quite large (up to At orientations with minimal channel penetration (a ¼ 90 and 270 ), h w was typically large and remained mostly uniform along the channel length. There is a significant variation in h w between the convex and concave surfaces during rotation. This resulted from the different flux shadowing environments experienced by each surface. At some orientations (a ¼ 45 , for example), one surface was within the vapor source's line-of-sight while the other was shadowed.
The IAD maximum and width values along the surface show that near the channel endpoints, the distribution was narrower and more skewed from the local substrate normal. Deposition in these regions was highly influenced by the specific gas jet environment, as vapor atoms near the substrate surfaces required few scattering collisions to deposit on the substrate and their trajectories retained much of their prechannel entry character. At channel regions far from either endpoint, vapor atoms typically experienced multiple scattering collisions before deposition and arrived with a wide range of incident angles.
B. Comparison between simulation and experiment
Examples of kMC simulated coating microstructures at three locations along the inner convex and concave surfaces are shown in Fig. 6 . The simulations were performed at a chamber pressure of 22 Pa, with a pressure ratio of 5.45 and a channel width of 16 mm, using a simulated rotation rate of 6 rpm. A continuous coating was deposited along the inner surfaces. However, there were variations in the coating thickness and microstructure along each surface. Under these simulated deposition conditions, the coatings were thickest near the channel endpoints, while the thinnest regions occurred at the midpoints of both interior surfaces. The coatings were columnar everywhere, but the columnar growth angle varied with location. The growth columns were oriented toward the nearest airfoil endpoint, and the magnitude of u decreased away from these endpoints resulting in columns oriented perpendicular to the airfoil surface only near the channel midpoint.
Experimental depositions were performed using the same deposition conditions to verify the simulation results. The resulting experimental microstructures are shown in Fig. 7 . Like the simulation results, the coatings had a columnar structure. The coating thickness was greatest at the leading edge and trailing end of the airfoils, and thinner near the midpoint of the airfoils. Again, like the simulations, the growth columns were inclined toward the nearest end of the airfoil and were approximately perpendicular to the airfoil surface near the airfoil midpoints.
The average growth column angle was measured for the experimental coatings as a function of the location coordinate along the two interior surfaces of the doublet and is shown in Fig. 8 . The orientation angle of the experimental coatings had a standard deviation of 5 at each location of measurement. This variability appeared to be a consequence of the substrates' surface roughness. A comparison with the simulated coating columnar growth angle distribution is also shown in Fig. 8 . The growth angle profiles for the simulation and experiment were in good agreement. The largest growth angles (of approximately 30 on the inner concave surface) occurred near the channel endpoints and progressively decreased to zero degrees at the midpoints of the airfoil surfaces. The growth columns of both the experimental and simulated coatings were less inclined at the leading and trailing end of the convex airfoil surface (approximately 10 -15 ), but again, this decreased to zero at the convex surface midpoint.
IV. EFFECTS OF DEPOSITION CONDITION VARIATION: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The thickness uniformity on the interior surface of the doublet airfoil substrate has been shown to be strongly dependent upon the channel width, 25 and so its influence upon the coating microstructure was investigated here. Many studies have shown that columnar coating structure can by modified by manipulation of the process parameters used during deposition. 4, 6 The DVD method simulated here allows the deposition chamber pressure and the pressure ratio upstream/downstream of the choked inlet nozzle to be independently varied, and their effects upon the microstructure are also investigated. 31 
A. Channel width variation
The fraction of vapor that is deposited on inner doublet surfaces is highly dependent on the channel width between the pair of airfoils. 25 The simulation procedure has therefore been used to investigate the microstructure on the interior surfaces of doublet substrates with channel widths of 8, 12, and 16 mm. Figure 9 shows the variation in local deposition efficiency (the number of atoms deposited on a local surface region divided by the total number of atoms emitted from the vapor source), the columnar growth angle, and the coating porosity as a function of position along the two interior airfoil surfaces. During the simulations, the chamber pressure was fixed at 16 Pa, the upstream/downstream pressure ratio was 5, and a simulated rotation rate of 6 rpm was used. The deposition efficiency is shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) for the inner concave and convex surfaces. Since the local deposition efficiency scales the local thickness (provided the porosity remains constant), the profiles are surrogates for the coating thickness (assuming the pore volume fraction does not change). The results show that the coating thickness at the leading edge and trailing ends of the airfoils was unaffected by the channel width, but the thickness at the channel midpoint was strongly dependent upon the width of the channel opening. The nonuniformity of the thickness decreases progressively with an increase in channel width on both the surfaces.
The variation of the columnar growth angle along each interior surface is shown in Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) . Changing the airfoil separation distance had a little effect upon the variation of growth column angle with position on the interior surface. The trends along each surface were also similar until the distance from the leading edge reached 30 mm and larger. Beyond 30 mm, the angle magnitude continued to increase along the concave surface but decreased along the convex side. This occurred because the concave surface regions received a significant amount of vapor with a lineof-sight trajectory. These trajectories are largely obscured on the convex surface by the trailing edge, leading to a greater portion of the vapor depositing from scattering collisions and a corresponding decrease in columnar growth angle magnitude.
Figures 9(e) and 9(f) show the total pore fraction as well as the intercolumnar and smaller-scale intracolumnar porosity as functions of location along each interior surface for the three airfoil separation distances. The length scale of the porosity was classified by determining the width of the local pore at each vacant lattice site. Vacant sites with a pore width of similar magnitude to the average column spacing were counted as the intercolumnar porosity, while the smaller pores were counted as intracolumnar porosity. The total pore fraction showed a little variation with the channel width. However, the intra-and intercolumnar pore fraction components showed a more significant variation near the midpoint of the airfoils. The smallest 8 mm wide channel substrate (with the most severe NLS region) showed a modest decrease in the small-scale intracolumnar porosity and a complementary increase in the large intercolumnar pore fraction near the channel midpoint where the NLS effect was most significant. This variation is consistent with the coatings in these regions having slightly denser columns and slightly wider intercolumnar gaps. The coatings on all the channel width substrates exhibited an increase in total porosity near the concave surface's trailing edge. This increase corresponded with the region of increased columnar growth angle.
B. Chamber pressure variation
Simulations were conducted using chamber pressures of 1, 7.5, 16, 45, and 100 Pa for the case of a channel width of 12 mm, a rotation rate of 6 rpm, and a pressure ratio of 5. The 12 mm width was selected since the greatest variation in microstructure with pressure was observed at this substrate configuration. The effects of deposition chamber pressure upon deposition efficiency, columnar growth angle, and pore fraction versus location on the airfoil surface are summarized in Fig. 10 . Deposition efficiency profiles along the inner concave and convex surfaces are shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b). They indicate that the coating thickness at the leading edges and trailing ends of the airfoils increased with the deposition pressure while that near the midpoint of the surfaces was maximized at chamber pressures of 16-45 Pa. Within this pressure range, the midpoint thickness was typically 25%-30% of that deposited at the ends of airfoil.
The coating's growth column angle was also significantly affected by chamber pressure. Figures 10(c) and 10(d) show the variation in growth angle with position on the two airfoil surfaces. At all pressures, the highest growth column angles were found at the leading edge and trailing end of the airfoils and the columns at the midpoint locations remained perpendicular to the airfoil surface. However, the angle of the growth columns at the leading edge and trailing end of the concave surface was inversely dependent upon the deposition pressure. There was almost no change in this growth angle along this airfoil surface for the highest (100 Pa) pressure deposition. The growth column angles on the convex surface also tended to decrease with pressure, but at the lowest pressures investigated, the location of the maximum angle shifted from the leading and trailing edges toward the interior of the airfoil. As a result, the convex surface coating applied at 1 Pa had a very short region near the midpoint where the growth columns were perpendicular to the coating surface.
The total pore fraction is plotted along the two surfaces in Figs. 10(e) and 10(f). In general, the porosity on both sides of the channel decreased as the pressure increased with the majority of the decrease occurring as the pressure was increased from 1 to 7.5 Pa. On the concave surface, porosity increased with decreasing chamber pressure. The coating deposited near the midpoint of the convex surface at 1 Pa (the region most hidden from the vapor source) had a very high pore fraction (55%), almost double the value of any other condition. This porosity resulted from the growth of wide columns, with large columnar pores between them.
A significant variation in coating thickness, column orientation, and pore fraction occurred as the chamber pressure was decreased from 7.5 to 1 Pa [Figs. 10(e) and 10(f)]. At 7.5 Pa, the gas-phase mean free path length between collisions (MFP) was approximately 1 mm, while at 1 Pa, the MFP increased to $8 mm, leading to a significant reduction in the frequency of gas-phase scattering collisions within the channel. Figure 11 shows the IADs for the eight simulation orientations at the midpoint of the inner convex surface for chamber pressures of 7.5 and 1 Pa. An increase in h m and a corresponding decrease in h w are observed at all orientations as the pressure was decreased from 7.5 to 1 Pa. At a pressure of 1 Pa, incident atoms primarily deposit from glancing angle-trajectories originating from both the leading and trailing edges of the channel (depending on orientation). This led to a significant increase in flux shadowing and the corresponding increase in the coating porosity.
The simulated coating microstructure for coatings deposited at 7.5 Pa is shown in Fig. 12 , and those deposited at 1 Pa are shown in Fig. 13 . While the coatings show similarities in structure near the channel openings, significant differences can be seen at the midpoint of the surfaces. At the midpoint of the convex surface [location (c) in Figs. 12 and 13] , both coatings are thin compared to those at the ends of the airfoils. The coating deposited at 7.5 Pa had a thin but continuous coating along the central region of its surface. However, the coating deposited at a chamber pressure of 1 Pa received very few atoms in this central region, resulting in widely separated column nucleation events, very large intracolumnar gaps, and poor substrate coverage. Large columnar gaps were also present at other locations on the coating deposited at 1 Pa; notably, locations (b) and (d) had a very low incident flux. It is also evident that deposition at the end locations was dominated by flux that penetrated the leading or trailing edge gaps (whichever was closest to the source during rotation), resulting in a significant inclination of the column growth angle toward the nearest opening.
C. Pressure ratio variation
The pressure ratio upstream and downstream of the carrier gas inlet controls the gas jet velocity (higher pressure ratios result in faster jet velocities). 25 The effects of varying the pressure ratio from 3, to 5 to 10 upon deposition efficiency, columnar growth angle, and pore fraction are summarized in Fig. 14 . All the simulations were performed with a chamber pressure of 45 Pa, a channel width of 12 mm, and a rotation rate of 6 rpm. The deposition efficiency profiles are shown along the inner surfaces for the three pressure ratios in Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) . Increasing the pressure ratio slightly reduced the coating thickness at the ends of the airfoils but increased it at the midpoint locations, especially on the concave inner surface. This resulted from a reduction in the time available for vapor atom scattering onto the interior surfaces as the gas flow propagated through the channel between the airfoils. 15 This led to a higher retained vapor atom concentration at the midpoint locations and a thicker coating.
The effect of increasing the pressure ratio upon the columnar growth angle is shown in Figs. 14(c) and 14(d) . The growth angle, especially at the airfoil ends, increased with increasing pressure ratio and resulted from increasingly skewed IADs as the pressure ratio was increased. Increasing the pressure ratio resulted in a higher flow velocity and greater fraction of vapor impacts with a highly inclined trajectory. The porosity variation with pressure ratio is shown in Figs. 14(e) and 14(f) and shows that the pore fraction was highest at the ends of the airfoils where the incident flux was more likely to make a glancing impact with the surface. Increasing the pressure ratio in these regions then further increased the fraction of glancing impacts, and thus raised the likelihood of local flux shadowing by locally high features (growth column tips) on the growth surface.
V. COATING OPTIMIZATION
A recent study showed that by varying the rate of rotation during a rotational period, it was possible to deposit coatings whose inner and outer airfoil surface thickness profiles were nearly identical. 25 This modified (optimized) rotation scheme increased the flux received from a few substrate orientations while decreasing it for others. To evaluate if this thickness optimization strategy adversely affected the coating microstructure, a simulated coating was deposited using the optimized dwell fractions (Table I) for a chamber pressure of 45 Pa, a pressure ratio of 5.0, and an airfoil channel width of 12 mm. This optimized rotation scheme dynamically varied the rotation rate between 2 and 32 rpm during a single rotation with a period of 10 s.
The resulting deposition efficiency, growth angle, and pore fraction profiles for both the inner and outer surfaces are shown in Fig. 15 and are compared to an otherwise identical simulation that used a constant rotation rate of 6 rpm. The coating deposited on the inner and outer concave surfaces using the optimized rotation pattern were both thicker than of those of the constant rotation coating. This arose because the optimized rotation increased the dwell fraction while the ends of the airfoils were close to, and in the line-of-sight of the vapor source. Consequently, the coating thickness at each surface's origin was substantially increased over the constant rotation rate case. Deposition of a coating on the convex surfaces using the optimized rotation rate procedure increased the deposition efficiency on the inner surface and decreased it on the outer surface. These changes then combined to decrease the coating thickness differences between the four surfaces. The columnar growth angles as a function of position along the airfoil surfaces are summarized in Figs. 15(c) and  15(d) . The optimization resulted in an increase in the columnar growth angle magnitude at the ends of the inner concave surface, but otherwise had little effect along all other surfaces. Figures 15(e) and 15(f) show that the pore volume fraction in the optimized coating also increased in regions of the coating where the column inclination also increased. The most significant effect of rotation strategy was observed near the ends of the inner concave surface. At the trailing edge, the porosity increased by 7% over the uniform rotation result. Examples of the simulated microstructures at the four surface midpoints are shown in Fig. 16 . They indicate that very similar thicknesses on all four surfaces were achieved by this optimized rotation scheme when practiced at this high pressure and pressure ratio. The coating growth columns are also confirmed to be oriented normal to the substrate surface and to contain similar levels of porosity. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Gas jet assisted PVD techniques operate at higher pressures than conventional PVD processes, and have been shown to enable the coating of complex shaped substrates including those with NLS surface regions. The NLS regions were shown to receive a broader vapor atom incident angular distribution but with a lower flux. To investigate the consequence of these differences upon coating microstructure, the thickness and microstructure variation along the inner (curved channel) surfaces of a model doublet airfoil substrate containing NLS regions were investigated.
(1) Both atomistic simulations and an experimental deposition using a nickel vapor source have confirmed that the coating's thickness in the flux-shadowed regions is thinner than that in other regions. (2) The simulations and experimental deposition indicated that the coatings columnar microstructure and pore volume fraction varied slightly along the inner airfoil surfaces during the transition from LS to NLS deposition. (3) Largely NLS regions on the substrate are shown to contain extremely uniform porosity, while surface areas that spent a substantial amount of time in (or near) the lineof-sight of the source showed a greater variation in growth column angle and porosity content. (4) A substrate rotation strategy for maximizing the coating thickness uniformity successfully reduced the variation of coating thickness along all doublet airfoil surfaces and incurred only small changes to the columnar growth angle and pore volume fraction.
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